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It's Love That Makes The World Go Round.

A Home Song by Karl Reden.

Composer of "Rock Beside the Sea," &c.

Moderato.

1. A mother kissed her baby, While rocking it to rest; And
2. A fair-faced boy and maiden Passed thro' the yellow wheat; Their
3. An old man and his helpmeet, Amid the fair spring weather; "We've

gently clapsed within her arms, It nestled in her breast, The
hands were clasped together, The flow'rs grew at their feet. The
shared our sorrows and our joys, God grant we die together."
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old, fair story, Set round in glory, The

old, fair story, Wherever life is found. For

oh! it's love, it's love, they say, For oh! it's love, it's love, they say, For

oh! it's love, it's love, they say, That makes the world go round. For
oh! it's love, it's love, they say. For oh! it's love, it's love, they say, For

oh! it's love, it's love, they say. That makes the world go round.

mf CHORUS, ad lib., without accompaniment.
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mf For oh! it's love, it's love, ... For oh! it's love, it's love, ... For
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rit. it's love, it's love,

oh! it's love that makes the world go round, ...

IT'S LOVE THAT MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND.